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	Getting Started with Your Mac and Mac OS X Tiger : Peachpit Learning Series, 9780321330529 (0321330528), Peachpit Press, 2005
You bought your Mac OS X Tiger computer because you thought it would be easy to use-and it is! But if you've never used a computer before, never stared at a graphical user interface or clicked an icon to launch a program or open a file, getting going with your new machine can still be a daunting proposition. With this guide from legendary author Scott Kelby, it doesn't have to be! Realizing there are still plenty of novice users just like yourself whose Macs represent their very first foray into personal computing, this guide provides a simple, practical approach guaranteed to get you sending email, going on the Internet, creating Word documents, and more immediately with Mac OS X Tiger. Focused lessons take you step-by-step through all of the tasks you're most eager to tackle with your Mac OS X Tiger machine (in the order you're likely to approach them): using the mouse, going on the Internet, sending email, initiating iChat sessions, creating address books and calendars, importing and sharing photos, making play lists and burning CDs, synching music with your iPod, launching and saving Word documents, using search (Spotlight), organizing files, and more.

About author

Scott is Editor-in-Chief and co-founder of Photoshop User magazine, Editor-in-Chief of Nikon Digital Pro magazine, Editor-in-Chief of Layers magazine (the how-to magazine for everything Adobe), and is Executive Editor of the Photoshop Elements Techniques newsletter.

He is President of the National Association of Photoshop Professionals (NAPP), the trade association for Adobe® Photoshop® users, and he's President of the software training and publishing firm, KW Media Group, Inc.

Scott is an award-winning author of more than 26 books on Photoshop, digital imaging, and technology. In 2004, he was the world's #1 best-selling author of all computer and technology books. His other titles include Mac OS X Killer Tips, Macintosh: The Naked Truth, Photoshop Down & Dirty Tricks. Scott is also co-author of Photoshop Killer Tips and creator and Series Editor for the entire Killer Tips series from New Riders.

Scott's latest books include The iPod Book and The Book for Guys Who Don't Want Kids (How to Get Past the Fear of Fatherhood). In 2004 Scott was awarded the publishing industry's prestigious Benjamin Franklin Award for his book The Photoshop CS Book for Digital Photographers.

Scott is Training Director for the Adobe Photoshop Seminar Tour, Conference Technical Chair for the Photoshop World Conference & Expo, and Training Director for the Mac Design Conference and Digital Photography Expo.

For more background info on Scott, visit www.scottkelby.com.
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Applescript Finder Guide: English DialectAddison Wesley, 1994
Since 1985, Apple and Addison-Wesley have been publishing authoritative books about Apple technologies. The Apple Technical Library provides Macintosh developers with the official treatment of all the major new technologies that Apple releases. Timely, accurate, and clear, this collection of books is the essential resource for...

		

The Ancient Quarrel Between Philosophy and PoetryCambridge University Press, 2011

	From its beginnings, philosophy's language, concepts, and imaginative growth have been heavily influenced by poetry and poets. Drawing on the work of a wide range of thinkers throughout the history of western philosophy, Raymond Barfield explores the pervasiveness of poetry's impact on philosophy and, conversely, how philosophy has...


		

Universe or Multiverse?Cambridge University Press, 2007

	Recent developments in cosmology and particle physics, such as the string landscape picture, have led to the remarkable realization that our universe - rather than being unique - could be just one of many universes. The multiverse proposal helps to explain the origin of the universe and some of its observational features. Since the physical...





	

Handbook of LasersCRC Press, 2000
Lasers continue to be an amazingly robust field of activity, one of continually expanding scientific and technological frontiers. Thus today we have lasing without inversion, quantum cascade lasers, lasing in strongly scattering media, lasing in biomaterials, lasing in photonic crystals, a single atom laser, speculation about black hole lasers,...

		

Networked RFID: Systems, Software and Services (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2008
RFID technology has been available for decades, but it is only recently that its application has become a core topic for computing. This book introduces the technologies and techniques of large-scale RFID-enabled mobile computing systems, set in the context of specific case studies.
The book begins with a quick introduction to RFID basics and...


		

iOS Programming: The Big Nerd Ranch Guide (2nd Edition) (Big Nerd Ranch Guides)Addison Wesley, 2011

	In this book, the world's leading Apple platform development trainers offer a complete, practical, hands-on introduction to iPhone and iPad programming. The authors walk through all the Apple tools and technologies needed to build successful iPhone/iPad/iPod touch apps, including the iOS 4.3 SDK, the Objective-C language, Xcode 4,...
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